Abstract

In the case of different diseases classification is an important aspect so that one can find the infected set efficiently. In this paper three different dataset named Leukemia, Lung Cancer and Prostate from the UCI machine learning repository are considered and apply efficient association based ant colony optimization for improving the classification accuracy. In our approach one can select the dataset. The data set has been refined according to the attributes. Then final data set is achieved on which we apply the next inabilities. The maximum threshold will be determined by finding the support value. So the support values are fetched and according to the support value, it will be categorized in two different parts that is relevant or irrelevant. In our case it is 0.5. If the set crosses the maximum threshold then it will be qualify for the final set otherwise it is discarded. Then ACO mechanism has been applied on the final dataset to find the classification accuracy. Our results show the effectiveness of our approach.
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